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Wonder Woman

WONDER WOMAN BATTLES TO RECOVER EARTH'S MOST PRIZED POSSESSION IN "THE AMAZING GLOBAL THEFTS!"

TEN CENTS
“These snaps rate a big A-plus!”

Getting the snapshots that get high marks from your friends is a cinch! Especially with Kodak Verichrome Film!

You press the button...it does the rest. That’s why it’s America’s favorite film, by far. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N.Y.

Kodak Film...the film in the familiar yellow box.
Deep within the daleful planet of Uranus, a vast plot is hatched to invade the Earth! Soon after, Uranian ships rocket through space and steal the Earth's entire supply of pure uranium! Can Wonder Woman, beautiful as Aphrodite, wise as Athena, stronger than Hercules, and swifter than Mercury—recover that precious mineral before the invaders can turn it against this planet?

Read the startling developments of this thrilling two-part story in which the alluring Amazon Princess pits her amazing strength and ingenuity against the strange hordes led by "Uvo of Uranus!"

Part I—the Amazing Global Theft!
ON THE PLANET URANUS, UVO, ARCH WAR LORD PEERS THROUGH A BOMB SIGHT--

HO-- HOE!

--AND FRAMES A CELEBRATED TARGET IN THE SIGHTS!

A MOMENT LATER UVO PRESS THE BOMB RELEASE AND--

AS THE URANIAN SHIP ENDS ITS BOMBING RUN--

YOU DESTROYED YOUR TARGET WITH THE VERY FIRST URANIUM BOMB RELEASE, O MAGNIFICENT UVO!

WHAT IS YOUR PLEASURE NOW, GREAT UVO?

ON TO OUR NEXT TARGET, WEEZER! HO-- HOE!

BLAM!
A MOMENT LATER...

YOUR CREATION OF THIS BOMBING GALLEY CONTAINING MINIATURE EARTH CITIES AS TARGETS WAS A STROKE OF GENIUS, GREAT UVO!

IT WILL PROVIDE US WITH EXCELLENT PRACTICE FOR OUR ATTACK ON THE EARTH PLANET--HO-HOE!

COMMANDER KEL-X ON THE URA-VISOR, GREAT UVO!

LORDLY UVO, OUR CONSTANT WARRING HAS EXHAUSTED OUR PLANET'S SUPPLY OF URANIUM! UNLESS WE CAN PRO Cure A NEW SUPPLY, WE SHALL NO LONGER BE ABLE TO WAGE ATOMIC WARFARE!

WHAT KIND OF LIFE WILL IT BE--NEVER TO BE ABLE TO DESTROY AGAIN!

EARTH HAS A PLENTIFUL SUPPLY OF URANIUM, O UVO! IT HAS NOT EXPENDED IT IN WARFARE. WONDER WOMAN HAS CONVINCED THE EARTH THAT URANIUM SHOULD ONLY BE USED FOR THE GOOD OF THE PEOPLE!

THEN WONDER WOMAN IS A FOOL, WHOM I SHALL DESTROY WITH HER PLANET! KEL-X! ASSEMBLE A SPACE ARMADA! WE FLY AGAINST THE EARTH! FIRST, TO SECRETLY STEAL ITS ENTIRE URANIUM SUPPLY; THEN TO TURN IT AGAINST HER!

SOON AFTER, UVO AND THE URANIAN ARMADA HURLE TOWARD THE EARTH!

URANIANS! WE SHALL ALSO Avenge THE DEFEAT WE SUFFERED FROM QUEEN HIPPOLYTE AND HER AMAZONS! AS SOON AS YOU ENTER THE EARTH BELT, CAMOUFLAGE YOUR SHIPS AND--
LATER--AT ARMY ATHLETIC FIELD, DIANA PRINCE AND ARMY NURSES PLAY AN EXHIBITION GAME WITH STEVE TREVOR AND FELLOW OFFICERS--

SHOW THESE MEN WE'RE AS GOOD AS THEY ARE!

HIT A HOME RUN, DIANA!

HURRAY FOR OUR TEAM!

HA HA! YOU GIRLS HAVEN'T A CHANCE!

SO WE GIRLS HAVEN'T A CHANCE?

SUFFERING SAPPHO! I FORGOT MYSELF FOR A MOMENT! I HOPE THIS WON'T MAKE THEM SUSPECT I'M WONDER WOMAN!

IT'S A HOME RUN!

IT'S A FOUL BALL!

I DON'T KNOW WHAT TO CALL IT! I'VE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE IT BEFORE IN BASEBALL!

THANK HERA! THEY'RE TOO BUSY ARGUING TO THINK ABOUT ME!

THE BALL WAS PROBABLY ROTTED THROUGH WHEN YOU HIT IT! YOU COULDN'T DO IT AGAIN IN A MILLION YEARS! I'LL BET YOU FANCY YOURSELF A WONDER WOMAN, DI?

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

COL. TREVOR -- LT. PRINCE -- GÉN. DARNELL WISHES YOU AND THE OTHER OFFICERS TO REPORT AT ONCE TO THE TOP-SECRET CONFERENCE ROOM!

SOUNDS SERIOUS! WONDER WHAT'S UP?

WE'LL SOON FIND OUT!
IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM --

GENTLEMEN, THIS MEETING IS TOP SECRET! LT. PRINCE WILL TAKE STENOGRAPHIC NOTES FOR OUR TRIPLE X FILES! NO WORD MUST BE MISSED!

HE DOESN'T REALIZE AN AMAZON'S BRAIN HAS BEEN TRAINED TO REMEMBER THE TALK OF A HUNDRED PEOPLE! BUT THEY EXPECT ME TO TAKE NOTES --

I REPEAT-- OUR URANIUM DEPOSITS, WHERE URANIUM IS FOUND IN A PURE STATE, HAVE BEEN STOLEN BODILY!

WE DON'T KNOW! BUT ANY ENEMY FORCE CAPABLE OF THEFT ON SUCH AN AMAZING SCALE--CAN ALSO BE CAPABLE OF DESTRUCTION ON AN EVEN WASTER SCALE! EACH OF YOU HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO A URANIUM DEPOSIT--TO TRACK DOWN THE THIEVES!

REMEMBER! FAILURE IN YOUR MISSIONS CAN VERY WELL MEAN THE END OF OUR FREE WORLD! YOU WILL LEAVE IMMEDIATELY! GOOD LUCK!

A FEW MOMENTS LATER IN STEVE'S OFFICE --

IT'S NO USE, DI! YOU CAN'T COME ALONG! THIS IS GOING TO BE RUGGED--NO JOB FOR A WOMAN! I MUST LEAVE NOW! GOODBYE!

JUST LIKE A MAN!
AS SOON AS STEVE DEPARTS, DIANA CHANGES INTO WONDER WOMAN--

IF STEVE THINKS I'M GOING TO STAY HERE WHILE MY COUNTRY IS IN DREADFUL DANGER--HE'S MISTAKEN!

THERE'S HIS PLANE--JUST PASSING OVERHEAD!

ANGEL! GEN. DARNELL MUST HAVE TOLD YOU WHAT HAPPENED! BRIGHT BOY!

I WISH WE COULD GET MORE SPEED OUT OF THIS CRATE!

WE CAN WITH THE HELP OF MY ROBOT PLANE--

A FEW MOMENTS LATER--

--PROCEED AT MAXIMUM SPEED SOUTH BY WEST FOR 50 SECONDS!

THAT PLANE OF YOURS IS TERRIFIC, BEAUTIFUL!

LOOK AT THAT HUGE ROCK SEALING THE OPENING OF THE MINE!

I'LL LIFT IT AWAY WITH MY MAGIC LASSO!

CONTINUED ON THIRD PAGE FOLLOWING

Feller's Amazing Major League Career (Through 1947) Shows 2 No-Hit Games--10 One-Hitters. For Five Years in a Row, Bob Won 20 or More Games. In 1946 Breezeed Third Strike Past 348 Batters for New All-Time Record.


"Wheaties" and "Breakfast of Champions" are registered trade marks of General Mills, Inc.
At the army airfield, U.S. Royal and the boys of the Elm City Bike Club use their special passes to see the new secret supersonic plane. Suddenly...

Look! Fire in the hangar!

Those two fellows running toward the plane--I don't like their looks.

Maybe they started the fire to get the guard away from the plane!

Look, Royal, they're making off with the plane!

They won't get far if I can help it... meanwhile, you fellas notify the F.B.I.

With that plane's head start and 100 mile taxi--speed, this is a big order--even for my jet bike!

Just as the powerful plane is about to leave the ground, U.S. jams the plane's elevators, prevents the take-off!

A few minutes later...

We hate to think what might have happened if these fellows had gotten away with the army's secret plane... the F.B.I. can thank you boys for seeing that they didn't.

And we can thank our U.S. Royals for real bike speed with safety!

Fellas, when you go for all-out speed, you want to be sure everything's under control. Insist on U.S. Royal bike tires, with their special built-in skid chain, for real control at top speed.

"For speed plus safety, it's the tire with the built-in skid chain for me..." says U.S. Royal

U.S. Royal bike tires, with the special built-in skid chain, give you top performance and perfect control. No wonder U.S. is America's fastest-selling bike tire.

U.S. BIKE TIRES

America's Fastest-Selling Tires

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY
Serving Through Science
Shortly—inside the mine—

Look—the miners and soldiers! They're imprisoned here!

No wonder we didn't see them outside!

They look—uhnn! A glass wall! We're stuck to it!

Not glass, Steve, but uranian glazite!

Can't—budge! I'm—getting numb—

My mother encountered magnetic walls like these when she and the Amazons defeated Uvo and his uranian army!

But now Uvo will avenge his defeat by taking Queen Hippolyte's daughter captive—and destroying the world she swore an Amazon oath to protect! Ha-hoe!

On our grapho-televisor we followed every group and prepared traps for them as we did for you!

Great Hera! Uvo must be stopped!

With a mighty surge of Amazonian strength, Wonder Woman, held though she is by the magnetizing current, lashes out at her captors!

You might as well give up, won—ee-ya! Look out!

An Amazon never gives up!
OUR BOLT CHARGES WILL STOP HER --UPFF--!
FOOL! YOU MISSED HER--
AND HIT THE MAGNETIC WALL!

THAT BOLT CHARGE THAT MISSED ME
MUST HAVE CUT OFF THE CURRENT! BUT
POOR STEVE LOOKS HURT!

AND STEVE THOUGHT THIS
WASN'T A JOB FOR A WOMAN!

WE CAN'T HIT HER --UGH--!

FOOLS!

DIDN'T MY MOTHER SHOW YOU HOW WE
AMAZONS PLAY BULLETS--AND-BRACELETS?
Wonder Woman is too occupied fighting my men to notice me—now is my chance to stop her with—

A KAL-C-M RAY!

EE-YA! PERFECT! WONDER WOMAN IS FINISHED!

UVO! I'M GONNA TEACH YOU THAT A FREE PEOPLE WILL NEVER STOP FIGHTING TO REMAIN FREE—NO MATTER WHO OR WHAT'S AGAINST THEM!

Wonder Woman's still—able to—move! Even after being hit by the ray!

Merciful Minerva! I--I'm turning to stone! That--ray!

Ha-ho! The ray is working! It's calcifying Wonder Woman!

Here's the army colonel, great UVO! Turned to stone just when he was hit by the ray!

It took Wonder Woman longer to succumb to the ray! But now, she's our captive! Take both to the space ship where we stored the uranium!

As Wonder Woman and Steve are carried outside the mine--

They're aiming at the huge rock that I removed from the mine opening!
I wonder why they're firing at the rock?

Great Hera! The spaceship was concealed in the huge rock!

Carry them inside! It's time for us to contact the rest of our camouflaged fleet!

Inside the spaceship Uvo contacts his commander--

Our mission has been completely successful, Great Uvo!

Ee--ya! Rendezvous beyond the earth belt for return to Uranus!

The space ship takes off a moment later--

As soon as we reach Uranus, we'll turn the uranium we've taken into atomic bombs with which we'll blast the earth! Ho--ho!

Just beyond the earth belt the space ships meet with the earth's supply of uranium and speed toward Uranus--

Fellow Uranians! Turn on your ura-visor screens and see the helpless Wonder Woman!

Well, Wonder Woman! The calcifying ray does not prevent your thought processes! What are you thinking?

I must get free to fight and save our world--before it is too late!

Can the Amazon maid escape her strange jail in time to save the earth? Read the climax to Wonder Woman's astounding adventures in Part II of this story, which follows on the third page following!
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—Right Off Your Finger!

NEW "F-87" SUPER JET PLANE RING!

TAKES OFF AT A TOUCH! Just press the secret launching trigger—and away zooms your new "F-87" super jet plane model—a shiny black streak of speed!

REALISTIC DESIGN! Plane is made of jet black plastic modeled after the new Curtiss "F-87" Multi-Jet Fighter that flies over 600 miles an hour! Nickel-plated launching ring won't tarnish. Secret launching trigger. Will fit any finger!

It's Fun to Race Your Jet Planes! Be the champ jet pilot in your Jet Plane Squadron! You get complete instructions for launching, racing, dog-fighting—with your Jet Plane Ring!

It's Fun to Eat Kellogg's Corn Flakes! —and it's good for you, too! Crisp, fresh Kellogg's Corn Flakes are grand energy-food! Eat a heaping bowlful every morning for zip and zoom!

JET TEST PILOT: Lee Miller, of Curtiss-Wright, says: "Hi Kids! You'll go like a 'jet' for Kellogg's Corn Flakes' crisp fresh flavor! You'll want that swell jet plane ring, too! So zoom the coupon to Kellogg's today! Tear it out now!"

FILL IN COUPON NOW!

Be the first to own this new super Jet Plane Ring—and be Commander of your Jet Plane Ring Squadron! ENCLOSE ONE Kellogg's Corn Flakes Box Top (end marked "top") and 20c for each ring ordered, and mail to Kellogg's, Box 212, New York 8, N. Y.
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This offer is limited to residents of the U.S.A. only.
Hootin' Zoots! Captain Tootsie: Are we really gonna see a movie being made here?

Yes, Rollo! Allied Artists is shooting scenes for "The Babe Ruth Story" here today!

Men, meet the star. William Bendix. Bill, these are some young friends of mine.

Glad to know ya, men. Any friends of Captain Tootsie are friends of mine.

Today we're making the famous scene that took place in the World's Series of 1932. Babe Ruth (that's me) is up at bat...

"We're ready to shoot the scene places, everybody!

It's the fourth inning, one man is on base. The first strike has already been called—Babe Ruth himself calls the second.

Strike two!

The stands go wild with excitement! The Chicago Cubs players raze the daylights out of the batter!

Strike the Bambino... out!

It's another homer for the Babe! Excited and happy players rush to congratulate the one and only Sultan of Swat as he tootsie home.

Congratulations, Babe!

That's just one exciting scene from "The Babe Ruth Story." How'd ya like it, fellas?

We're going to tell all our friends to be sure to see the picture. Bill! They won't want to miss it! Now let's all have a round of Tootsie rolls!

And then hit it!

Hooray!

Nack!

Tootsie candies have been my favorite ever since I was a kid! They're picked with the whizzin' quick energy! You need to score home runs... to be a star! Super-delicious, too! Get some Tootsie rolls, Tootsie pops and Tootsie coconut fudge today.
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As the uranium space fleet with uranium deposits stolen from the earth returns to the planet Uranus, Uvo, Arch War Lord, orders the calcified Wonder Woman and Steve to be lowered into a giant aquarium! With her body turned to stone by a calcifying ray from Uvo's multiple barrel ray gun, the amazon princess is confronted with her most amazing task!—To escape the dread perils of theuranian water trap in time to ward off the invasion of the earth! For the climax to this amazing story read part two of Uvo of Uranus—

"Thunder in Space!"
ON THE ROOF OF THE SPACE SHIP OVERLOOKING THE AQUARIUM--

WONDER WOMAN IS ON THE BOTTOM, GREAT UVO!

GOOD! LET GO OF HER LASSO! IT CAN'T HELP HER NOW! BUT--JUST TO BE ON THE SAFE SIDE--I'LL KEEP THIS TRAINED ON HER!

AT THE BOTTOM OF THE GIANT FISHBOWL--

THERE'S MY LASSO! BUT OF WHAT USE IS IT TO ME IF I CAN'T LIFT A FINGER?

THOSE GIANT FISH ARE HEAD-ING TOWARD US! GULP!

BY HERA! I CAN FLEX MY FEET! THE CALCIFYING RAY COULD NOT PENE TRATE THE NEW AMAZON-MATERIAL OF MY BOOTS! AND UVO DOES NOT KNOW THIS FACT!

THE LAST TIME UVO USED HIS RAY GUN, WAS TO BLAST THE ROCK COVERING THE CONCEALED SPACE SHIP! IF I COULD MAKE HIM THINK I WAS GETTING FREE, HE MIGHT FIRE THAT DE-CALCIFYING RAY AT ME--AND REALLY FREE ME!

FLEXING THE MUSCLES OF HER FEET, WONDER WOMAN MANAGES TO TIP HERSELF FORWARD!

APHRODITE BE WITH ME! IF I FAIL--OUR WORLD MAY BE LOST!

GULP! WE HAVEN'T A CHANCE AGAINST THOSE FISH!
AT THAT MOMENT--
SEVEN SPLITTING ATOMS!
WONDER WOMAN IS THROWING OFF THE EFFECTS OF THE KAL-C-M-RAY! I'LL HAVE TO GIVE HER ANOTHER CHARGE!

GREAT UVO! YOUR GUN BARREL DIDN'T TURN SINCE YOU FIRED AT THE ROCK! YOU JUST FIRED A D-KAL-C-M RAY!

DAMPENED BY THE WATER, THE RAY DE-CALCIFIES WONDER WOMAN AND STEVE WITHOUT HARMING THEM. HERA BE PRaised! MY PLAN WORKED!

WOW! HERE THEY COME!

THE ALLURING AMAZON BEATS OFF THE GIANT FISH--
IT FEELS GOOD TO BE FREE AGAIN!

THEY SURE GROW GIANT-SIZED SARDINES ON URANUS!

--AND EASILY PARRIES THE ATTACK OF RAYS FROM ABOVE!

WONDER WOMAN IS CATCHING ALL OUR CHARGES ON HER BRACELETS!

IT'S THAT INFERNAL AMAZON GAME! PREPARE TO TAKE OFF IMMEDIATELY! I'VE GOT A PLAN TO TRAP HER THAT CANNOT FAIL!
WITH LIGHTNING SPEED, WONDER WOMAN CRASHES OUT OF THE GIGANTIC URANIAN BOWL--

I MUST CATCH UVO! HE'S JUST BEGINNING TO ZOOM AWAY IN HIS SPACE SHIP!

CRASH!

PLOTTING NEW VILLAINY PROBABLY!

AN AMAZING LEAP LANDS THE ALLURING AMAZON ON UVO'S SPACE SHIP--

I WONDER IF WE'VE BEEN SPOTTED?

WE'LL SOON KNOW! MEANWHILE, I'M GOING TO MENTAL RADIO MY MOTHER ON PARADISE ISLAND-- WE NEED HELP IN TRACING THE REST OF UVO'S SPACE FLEET!

ACROSS SPACE FLASHES WONDER WOMAN'S MENTAL RADIO MESSAGE--

CALLING QUEEN HIPPOLYTE--

AND AT FARAWAY PARADISE ISLAND--

WONDER WOMAN NEVER RELAXES HER VIGILANCE AGAINST THOSE WHO SEEK TO RULE PEOPLE BY BRUTE FORCE! SHE TEACHES THAT LOVE IS THE GREATEST FORCE AND--

AH! SOMEONE'S CALLING--

B-2-Z-Z-Z
MOTHER! I'M ON THE PLANET URANUS! TRYING TO RECAPTURE THE PURE URANIUM DEPOSITS WHICH UVO OF URANUS HAS STOLEN FROM THE EARTH--TO USE IN AN INVASION AGAINST IT! I NEED HELP! HURRY!

IT'S OUR PRINCESS DIANA!

BRING QUICKLY THE ENVIRO-SCREEN! GODDESS ATHENA'S GIFT TO ME. IT WILL SHOW THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE PERSON SENDING A MESSAGE!

LOOK! WE CAN SEE EVERYTHING THAT IS HAPPENING!

DIANA IS IN GRAVE DANGER! AMAZONS! ASSEMBLE OUR SPACE SHIP FLEET AND--

UVO HAS SPOTTED US!

A TERRIFIC JET OF AIR PRESSURE IS BLASTING US OFF THE SPACE SHIP! CAN'T HOLD ON!

FALL-IN-G!
THE AMAZON'S MENTAL MESSAGE FADES OUT--
STOP UVO--TOO LATE!
BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE!
NEVER--MIND--ME! HUR--!

TAKE OFF IMMEDIATELY FOR URANUS--
TO STOP UVO! AND--AND--LEAVE DIANA'S
LIFE IN APHRODITE'S HANDS!

A FEW MOMENTS LATER, QUEEN HIPPOLYTE JOINS HER AMAZONS AT
PARADISE ISLAND FIELD.

TAKE OFF, AMAZONS! ENGAGE
THE URANIAN FLEET!

WE OBEY, BELOVED QUEEN!

ALLOW FOR SOLAR GRAVI-
TATIONAL DRIFT. MAINTAIN
MAXIMUM SPEED UNTIL
URANUS IS SIGHTED!

CONTINUED ON THIRD PAGE FOLLOWING
Only American Flyer has real smoke and realistic “choo-choo” sounds synchronized with train speed. The faster your train goes, the heavier are the puffs of smoke ... the louder and faster the “choo-choos.”

**NEW TALKING RAILROAD STATION**

**HISS-SSS**

**WHO-O-O**

NEW YORK—PHILADELPHIA—CHICAGO—AND ALL POINTS WEST!

**WHOO-HOO**

**CHUG-CHUG**

The new American Flyers bring you all the wonder and glory of railroading. They puff real smoke. They reproduce the “choo-choo” sounds of a real locomotive under full steam. Both smoke and “choo-choos” vary in intensity as you increase or decrease the speed of your train. Locomotives, tenders, cars and track are all built to uniform 3 1/16" scale, so that your train looks like real—hugs the track like real. And a two-loop track layout takes space only 6 feet square. Cars have automatic couplers that couple anywhere. Uncouple by remote control. Die-cast locomotives have superpower worm drive for smooth, steady pull at all speeds from a crawl to 1 20 scale miles per hour. See and hear the sensational American Flyers at your nearest toy or department store.

*Prices and deals, prices slightly higher

**TOP TRAIN**—No. 4611A New York Central 4-car Freight. 26 pieces. 52 3/16" long. Remote control. Complete with track..............$39.95*

**LOWER TRAIN**—No. 4607A Pennsylvania 3-car Freight. 21 pieces. 40 1/4" long. Remote control. Complete with track..............$29.95*

**HURRY! SEND FOR YOURS**


Name...

Street...

City...

State...

(Use offer good only in U.S.A.)
We can't get down! And our packs are gone! Here, I'll help you up to the cabin.

Golly, I think that big rock cracked my ankle... and, look, the path's ripped off!

And, after a tortured climb...

Lucky we both left our flashlights last year. Now, we can signal for help.

We're sunk! These old batteries split open and broke my light.

WELL NEVER GET HELP NOW!

Get my light from the emergency box. It's sure to work... I use Ray-O-Vacs!

See, I told you these steel batteries would be okay... Hey, someone's answering our SOS!!! Boy, are we lucky!

Right! Lucky you had Ray-O-Vacs!

Thanks, pal, for saving our lives!!

Only Ray-O-Vac makes batteries this way.
Meanwhile, as Wonder Woman and Steve plunge through the skies after having been hurled off Yvo's space ship by air pressure, we're falling toward Paris! It's not the Earth city, Steve—-but a Uranian miniature of it! Land on your own two feet! Just as you've always done, Steve!

With incredible agility, the Amazon maid alights safely—-and catches the hurtling Steve before he crashes!

Angel—-what would I do without you?

Thanks, beautiful! Look! People below! We'll pay them a visit!
THE ALLURING AMAZON LEAPS INTO THE STREET OF THE MINIATURE CITY WITH STEVIE--

STEVE! URANIAN SLAVES!

WHO CHAINED YOU IN THIS FASHION?

OUR MASTERS. YOU MUST NOT FREE US!

THEY SAID THIS IS THE PLACE WHERE WE BELONG-- AND THEY CHAINED US HERE.

OH, YOU STUPID GIRLS! WHEN YOU LET YOUR MEN BIND YOU-- YOU LET YOURSELF BE BOUND BY WAR, HATE, GREED, AND LUST FOR POWER! THINK! AND FREE YOURSELVES! CONTROL THOSE WHO WOULD OPPRESS OTHERS! YOU CAN DO IT!

LOOK! IT'S AN AMAZON MAID! WITH AN EARTH MAN!

FREE US, WONDER WOMAN! WE WERE ONCE FREE-- BUT WE HAD ALMOST FORGOTTEN IT!

THANKS BE TO APHRODITE, YOU ARE REMEMBERING I'LL HAVE YOU LOOSE IN A MOMENT--

AS WONDER WOMAN FREES THE URANIAN SLAVES--

WE ARE BEING FREED TOO LATE!

IT IS NEVER TOO LATE!

LOOK! UFO RETURNS! TO BOMB US!
Meanwhile, aboard Uvo's Space Ship—

Wonder Woman will find that her escape will be of no avail! Prepare to bomb the miniature City of Paris!

We go, Great Uvo!

I don't have to fret about using up this last bomb—my laboratories will make more! My ships are filled with the Earth's deposits of pure uranium! Ha! The bomb is released!

As the Titanic time bomb hurtles down—

Flat on the ground, everyone!

The mighty Amazon hurls the bomb high into the sky where it explodes without harm to anyone!

Whrramm!

Angel—look! The Amazon fleet has arrived!

Great Hera! I've got to warn the Amazons not to ram the Uranian air fleet—lest the ammunition explode and destroy Earth's Uranium deposits!

An amazing leap carries the Amazon within lassoing range of Uvo's ship—

Uvo's trying to hurl me off again!
Wonder Woman

Wonder Woman resists Uvo’s frenzied efforts to hurl her off the spinning ship and contacts Queen Hippolyte at the head of the approaching Amazon fleet——

Calling Queen Hippolyte!

Inside the Amazon Queen’s plane——

Thank Aphrodite——My darling is safe!

Mother! Precious cargoes aboard Uranian ships! They must not crash! Board them! I’ll take care of Uvo’s ship!

As the opposing fleets meet, Amazons fend off the fire poured at them from the Uranian ships and board them in mid-air!

After me, Amazons! Venus nobiscum!

Blast the Amazons out of the skies!

Hola! Venus with us!
INSIDE THE SHIPS THE AMAZONS OVERCOME THE URANIANS AND...

DON'T KILL US! WE WERE UNDER ORDERS...

BY THE LAW OF APHRODITE, WE DO NOT KILL—ONLY MAKE HELPLESS, THOSE WHO WOULD HARM.

LEAVING THE URANIANS HELPLESS, THE AMAZONS TAKE OFF FOR PARADISE ISLAND.

OUR WORK IS DONE ON URANUS! BUT IT IS NEVER DONE—NOT SO LONG AS THERE IS INJUSTICE ANYWHERE IN OUR SOLAR SYSTEM!

MEANWHILE, UVO LEADS HIS MEN AGAINST WONDER WOMAN—

SWEEP WONDER WOMAN OFF THE SHIP, MEN. OUR CYRO SHOES MAKE IT IMPOSSIBLE FOR US TO FALL OFF!

CLOSE IN! NO USE FIRING AT HER—SHE'LL ONLY CATCH IT ON HER BRACELETS!

IF THERE IS ANY SWEEPING TO BE DONE, I'LL START WITH A CLEAN SWEEP OF YOU!

SUDDENLY—

SUDDENLY—

SUFFERING SAPPHO! THE SHIP'S OUT OF CONTROL! IT'S DIVING STRAIGHT DOWN AT STEVE AND THE URANIAN WOMEN!

WONDER WOMAN'S INCREDIBLE LEAP CARRIES HER TO THE GROUND A SPLIT-SECOND AHEAD OF THE PLUMMETING SHIP—

HERA, GIVE ME STRENGTH! OR ALL WILL DIE—EVEN THOSE WRETCHED URANIANS!
THE MIGHTY AMAZON CATCHES THE ROCKET--

ANGEL! YOU'VE DONE THE IMPOSSIBLE AGAIN!

YOU'RE JUST PREJUDICED, STEVE!

SWIFTLY LASING UVO AND HIS MEN, WONDER WOMAN SPEAKS TO THE WOMEN--

WOMEN OF URANUS! THE MEN OF THIS PLANET HAVE HAD THEIR CHANCE TO LIVE IN LOVE AND PEACE AND HAVE FAILED! THEY WILL BE PAROLED IN YOUR CUSTODY TO LEARN FROM YOU HOW TO GOVERN WISELY!

THANK YOU, WONDER WOMAN!

AND I COMMAND YOU, UVO, TO ORDER YOUR FLEET TO EARTH, AND RETURN THE URANIUM DEPOSITS TO THEIR PITS.

NO! BUT--SOMETHING COMPELLS ME TO OBEY!

LATER--AS THE URANIAN FLEET WINGS EARTHWARD--

MENTAL RADIO DI THAT WE ARE ON OUR WAY BACK, BEAUTIFUL--

OH! ER--I'M SURE SHE ISN'T IN HER OFFICE NOW! BUT I'LL CALL ETTA CANDY!

IN DARNELL'S OFFICE AT MILITARY INTELLIGENCE.

WOO WOO! GENERAL!

WONDER WOMAN SAID THE CAPTIVE URANIAN FLEET WAS ON ITS WAY TO PUT BACK THE URANIUM! SHE COULDN'T REACH DI.

FINE! I'LL SEND SOLDIERS TO EACH PIT TO SEE THAT IT'S UNLOADED!

RETURNING TO THE PIT IN THE DESERT--

WONDER WOMAN, THIS IS YOUR GREATEST SERVICE TO HUMANITY! YOU HAVE SAVED THE EARTH!

NOW HUMANITY MUST KEEP IT SAFE--LOVE AND WISDOM IS ITS ONLY HOPE!

THE END
Golly, Bazooka—It's the Princess Myrtle! She's sinking fast with 1,000 people aboard.

Gosh, George, that's awful! What can we do? Even my bubble gum can't help them!

The S.S. Alanon is out near the Myrtle. I heard the signal before the storm—but I can't hear it now. Their radio must be dead.

Write down the position of the Princess Myrtle and I'll fly out to the Alanon!

Boy! What a big, strong bubble he gets from Bazooka bubble gum! & big chews for 5¢ too!

There she is—the Alanon-AKOOZAB and down I go!

We can be there in an hour! I'll fly over and tell them you're on your way!

Our radio was dead! We never would have got the news if it hadn't been for George Stengle and Bazooka—the Atom Bubble Boy!

And don't forget Bazooka bubble gum with a comic in every pack. Prizes for wrappers, too!

GET YOUR LETTER FOR ONLY 10¢ AND A BAZOOKA WRAPPER.

Send to BAZOOKA, Box 20, Madison Square Station, New York City, N.Y.

YES, Big 4" Wool Felt Washable Letters or Numbers—ANY COLOR—for a BAZOOKA WRAPPER and 10¢ NO SEWING NEEDED! Name the letters or numbers (0 to 9) that you want—and the color. Enclose 10¢ and wrapper for each letter or number.
**Tortoises** reach a greater age than any other living creature... ages of 200 years are common among giant tortoises.

 Uh... I was around when... uh... Ol' Ben Franklin fooled with thet there kite an' thet there ol' thunderstorm, Sonny!

 Birds need no sun-glasses. The eagle, for example, can look straight at a fiery sun. Its eyes being protected by a third eyelid!

 Yaaaaah!!

 Fish are notoriously poor sailors while being transported. The rolling and pitching of a ship usually makes them as seasick as any ocean railbird.

 The hyrax, an animal no larger than a rabbit, is the closest living relative of the elephant.

 The Chaparral Cock, a bird of New Mexico and Arizona, builds his nest among the spines of cactus clumps.

 Can't see how he does it!

 Scratch!

 Ooooooooh!

 The Chaparral Cock, a bird of New Mexico and Arizona, builds his nest among the spines of cactus clumps.

 Can't see how he does it!
What if there was no calendar? Let us suppose there were no days, weeks, months and years. How would you go about making up these divisions of time?

The interval between one rising of the sun to the next, or between its settings, is a natural one and, therefore, you would naturally use it as the basis for your system. But what kind of names would you give the days? Or would you use numbers instead?

Because of their orderly rotation you would probably include the four seasons in a larger unit of time and would therefore have a year. Would you give the years names or numbers, or not bother with either? Would you decide on weeks and months, as we have them now? If so, how many of each would you suggest? Again, what would you call them?

Making up the calendar presents quite a number of problems. Let’s go back through history and find out how they were solved.

The length of a month of about 29 or 30 days is more or less the result of natural circumstances. The moon, you know, has its phases, known as first quarter, half moon, three quarter moon and full moon. This is a recurring cycle, lending itself readily as a measure of time. Since each of these cycles lasts roughly 29 or 30 days, the ancients generally counted on this number of days for a month. However, many primitive peoples never even went this far, using only the changes of the moon to designate a period of time. We can recall stories of how the American Indians would describe places to the exploring white men as being “so many moons” away in terms of travel. These lunar periods and the four seasons are found amongst the records of savage peoples inscribed on rack, hides or bark.

Since each phase or quarter of the moon takes a little over seven days—seven and three-eighths, to be exact, it is easy to see how the week came into being. This is such a natural development that we find days, weeks and months in the arrangements of such widely divergent calendars as those of the ancient Babylonians, Chinese, Hebrews and Peruvians.

The Mohammedan calendar is based entirely on lunar months, alternating 29 and 30 day months. This is so because the Koran, the Mohammedan sacred law, states that the moon was created for the measurement of time. As a result, this calendar bears no relationship to the sun and the same day, each year, may come at a different season!

When civilization advanced and studies of the stars and skies progressed, it was noted that the changes in the seasons were related to the sun and that they were very convenient points of reference for a cal-
endar. As a result subsequent calendars were based on the sun.

The names of the seven days of the week are derived from the gods worshipped by ancient people. Sunday is obviously named after the sun god. Monday was so-called in honor of the moon goddess, Diana, Tuesday is for Mars, god of war, but in this case, instead of using the Latin form, the Saxon term is used in honor of Tiw, the corresponding Teuton diety. Wednesday, in a similar fashion, belongs to Mercury, but gets its name from his Norse counterpart Wodin—Wodin’s day. Thursday honors Jupiter, Jove or, as he is called in the Teutonic legends, Thor. Friday is for Venus who, in German mythology, is called Fria or Freya, the goddess of love. Saturday is Saturn’s day.

The months get their names in a like manner, January, for example, is in honor of Janus, who, in old Roman mythology, was supposed to guard the gates of heaven. February is after Februus or Faunus, who was a god of purification. March was another offering to Mars, god of war. April is the time of year the buds begin to open and blossom and gets its name from the Latin word *aperis* which means “to open.” May is for Maia, who is goddess of spring in ancient mythology. Juno, the queen of the gods, was appealed by the month of June named after her. Julius Caesar was a mortal who was honored by having the month July bestowed on his memory. The Roman Emperor Augustus was similarly favored by having the month of August given his name. September harkens back to the old Roman calendar where it was the seventh month; the Latin word for seven is *septem*. October has obtained its name in a similar fashion, since it was the eighth month in the ancient Roman calendar and in Latin the word for eight is *octo*. This is also true of November, which was the ninth month. And the tenth month of the Roman year, which was also the last month, gave us December since in both Latin and Greek *deca* or *deka* means ten.

One fascinating aspect of the calendar periods is related to astrology, the study of stars. The Zodiac constituted the group of stars encompassed by what was believed to be the path of the sun. These were divided into twelve groups and each of these was closely tied in with the calendar periods.

Each of the four seasons has three signs, which were named after animals. In the Spring, the signs are *Aries*, the ram, *Taurus*, the bull, and *Gemini*, the twins.

The signs for Summer are *Cancer*, the crab, *Leo*, the lion and *Virgo*, the virgin. The stars of Cancer are so named because the sun moves backward and sideways at the time it falls in their field. Leo the lion represents all the power of the midsummer sun.

The Autumn signs are *Libra*, the balance, *Scorpio*, the scorpion, and *Sagittarius*, the Archer. The stars of the balance have their ascendency during the period when the days and nights are of almost equal length. Those of the scorpion were associated with a time of the year in which scorching winds might blow, whose effect was likened to the poisonous bite of the scorpion.

The three winter signs are *Capricornus*, the goat, *Aquarius*, the bearer of water, and *Pisces*, the fishes. The stars of the goat reign supreme at a time when the sun is highest in the heavens, which is an apt symbol since the mountain goat climbs to lofty heights.

The next time you look at a calendar to note the date, remember the countless people, of many lands, and times, who have contributed toward making it what it is today. —William I. Irwin
LILA

I DON'T BELIEVE WE'VE EVER BEEN PROPERLY INTRODUCED!

BUT, LILA....

WE BOTH GO TO THE SAME SCHOOL... WE PASS EACH OTHER PRACTICALLY EVERY DAY....

I BEG YOUR PARDON!

WELL, MEET ME IN FRONT OF THE DE LUXE RESTAURANT THREE HOURS FROM NOW... AND MAYBE I'LL SPEAK TO YOU THEN!!

-- But why wait so long? 'Cause I never speak to strangers....

-- Except on an empty stomach!

Most exciting boot you ever saw!

The Hood Rocket Boot made specially for boys!

Footwear by Hood

Brand new! A tough and sturdy over-the-shoe rubber boot to bat around in sleet and slush! All the gang will want 'em!

Made by the Makers of "P.F. Canvas Shoes."
One fine day, Jimmie and Judy were on a picnic...

Look at that grass fire Jimmie... it's beginning to burn the timbers on the bridge...

Omgosh! Look what time it is! The new Limited is due in ten minutes... we've got to work fast!

Golly! It wouldn't hold a train now!

But what will we do?

I'll just take off my shirt, and...

...tie it to this stick and try to flag the train!

And just in the nick of time too!

A few minutes later...

Thanks to you, Jimmie, the Limited is safe... and so are all of the passengers.

Hooray for Jimmie!

Jimmie's our hero!

I knew just when the train was due... thanks to my Ingersoll Mickey Mouse Watch!!!

Boys, Girls!

You should have an Ingersoll Mickey Mouse Wrist Watch to be ready for emergencies like Judy and Jimmy. Helps you keep a perfect record for being on time at school and at home, too.

U.S. Time, world's largest manufacturer of wrist watches make Mickey Mouse—a REAL GOOD watch. Tops in looks too, shiny chrome case, washable red vinylite strap.
MUSIC IS A WONDERFUL GIFT TO HUMANITY! IT CAN COMFORT THE ILL, INSPIRE THE ARTIST, OR CALM A TERRIFIED CROWD. MUSIC SPEAKS IN A LANGUAGE UNDERSTOOD BY EVERYONE, AS IT REQUIRES NO INTERPRETER BUT THE HEART. YES—MUSIC HAS MANY USES, BUT NONE STRANGER THAN THE ONE UTILIZED BY WONDER WOMAN WHEN SHE PLAYED TO A BIRD TO INDUCE IT TO TURN DETECTIVE! AND THAT IS BUT ONE OF THE MANY DRAMATIC SCENES IN THIS ACTION-CRAMMED STORY IN WHICH WONDER WOMAN—BEAUTIFUL AS APHRODITE, WISE AS ATHENA, STRONGER THAN HERCULES, AND SWIFTER THAN MERCURY—BATTLES AGAINST MIGHTY ODDS TO AVERT THE DANGERS THREATENING—

"THE MUSIC OF CAROL!"

M. GRIFTER
AT MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, COL. STEVE TREVOR AND LT. DIANA PRINCE ARE ATTRACTED BY THE CLAMOR OF THE NEWS TICKER.

MUST BE SOMETHING SPECIAL!

WONDER WHAT IT IS?

CLICK! CLACK!

"S.S. NEPTUNE EN ROUTE FROM OVERSEAS. RADIOS S.O.S.-- THEN LAPSES INTO SILENCE! NEAREST SHIPS FAR FROM SCENE! SITUATION DESPERATE!"

HEAVENS! MARCIA'S COUSIN CAROLA IS ON THAT SHIP! RETURNING FROM A CONCERT TOUR!

HELLO! GIVE ME AIR-SEA RESCUE!

I'M GOING TO FLY OUT WITH AN AIR-SEA RESCUE SQUADRON TO SEE WHAT CAN BE DONE, DI! YOU'D BETTER STAY HERE-- THIS IS NO JOB FOR A WOMAN!

A MOMENT LATER, DIANA MAKES A LIGHTNING CHANGE INTO WONDER WOMAN, THE ALLURING AMAZON PRINCESS.

BY THE TIME STEVE AND HIS SLOW PLANES GET OUT TO THE SHIP-- IT MIGHT BE TOO LATE! I'M NOT GOING TO TAKE ANY CHANGES!

WONDER WOMAN LEAPS ABOARD HER MAGIC PLANE--

CALLING PLANE:

HEAD EAST BY NORHEAST AT MAXIMUM SPEED-- MAINTAIN A CEILING BELOW THE CLOUDS!
SECONDS LATER THE 3000 MILES-PER-MINUTE AMAZON PLANE HOVERED OVER THE POSITION RAIDED BY THE STRICKEN SHIP.

TOO FOGGY TO SEE ANYTHING FROM UP HERE. I'LL HAVE TO GO DOWN--

AS THE PLANE SKIMS OVER THE OCEAN AT WAVE-TOPE LEVEL.

I CAN SEE BETTER OUT HERE.

MERCIFUL MINerva!

THERE'S THE SHIP--SPLIT IN TWO--IN THE GRIP OF A WHIRLPOOL.

PART OF THE SHIP'S BEING DRAGGED UNDER! I MUST SAVE IT!

THE FEARLESS AMAZON SWIMS TO THE VERY EDGE OF THE WHIRLPOOL--

APHRODITE GUIDE MY LASSO!
WITH INCREDIBLE STRENGTH WONDER WOMAN TOWS THE SINKING WRECKAGE TO SAFETY WITH HER MAGIC LASSO.

THE SKILLFUL AMAZON LASSOES THE TWO HALVES OF THE SHIP TOGETHER.

AM I HEARING THINGS?

THERE! THE SHIP WON'T FOUNDER!

THERE'S MUSIC COMING FROM THE SHIP!

BY EUTERPE'S MELODIES! IT'S MARCIA'S COUSIN CAROLA! THE CHARM OF HER MUSIC IS KEEPING THE PASSENGERS FROM BECOMING PANICKY!
HERE'S WONDER WOMAN! WE'LL BE ALL RIGHT NOW!

YOU WERE DOING A SPLENDID JOB, CAROLA, BEFORE I ARRIVED! WHAT HAPPENED?

WE HIT AN ICEBERG AND THE SHIP SPLIT IN TWO--BUT WE KEPT CALM, THANKS TO CAROLA'S MUSIC!

YOU MEAN THANKS TO MOZART! HE WROTE THE MUSIC!

WONDER WOMAN! THE SEA'S FLOWING IN THROUGH THE CRACK IN THE HULL!

DON'T WORRY, CAPTAIN! YOU'LL BE DOCKING IN A FEW MOMENTS!


HURRAY FOR WONDER WOMAN!
NEWS OF THE SENSATIONAL RESCUE IS FLASHD EVERYWHERE.

LET ME THROUGH, PLEASE -- I WANT TO SPEAK TO WONDER WOMAN!

WAIT YOUR TURN!

WE’VE BEEN SENT TO INTERVIEW HER AND THE KID TOO!

DON’T YOU THINK CAROLA’S PLAYING IS EXTRAORDINARY -- EVEN FOR A GIRL PRODIGY, WONDER WOMAN?

IF GIRLS WILL TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THEIR OPPORTUNITIES, THEY CAN DO QUITE AS WELL AS BOYS, BUT THERE’S MORE TO IT THAN THAT, SUPPOSE YOU TELL THEM, CAROLA!

YOU’VE GOT TO PRACTICE EVERY DAY IF YOU WANT TO PLAY ANY INSTRUMENT WELL! I’M CERTAINLY GLAD I LISTENED TO MY PARENTS ABOUT PRACTICING! I’D NEVER HAVE BECOME A CONCERT VIOLINIST OTHERWISE!

ANGELL I WAS ABOUT TO TAKE OFF WITH THE AIR-SEA RESCUE SQUADRON WHEN WE RECEIVED WORD ABOUT YOUR RESCUE OF THE SHIP! YOU ARE WONDERFUL!

THANK YOU, STEVE -- BUT YOU SHOULD APPRECIATE DI MORE, TOO! SORRY TO LEAVE YOU BUT WE MUST HURRY TO MEET ETTA AT HOLLIDAY MUSIC HALL. THE GIRLS ARE PLAYING IN A BENEFIT CONCERT TONIGHT.

GOODBYE, BEAUTIFUL!

LATER, AS WONDER WOMAN AND CAROLA WALK TOWARD HOLLIDAY COLLEGE THEY COME UPON A SPECTACLE WHICH FILLS THEM WITH INDIGNATION.

OH, WONDER WOMAN -- LOOK! BY HERA! I’LL PUT A STOP TO THAT!
Those poor musicians are playing off key.

But that's no reason for the people to treat them so cruelly.

Would you want to be treated like that for your mistakes? Why not show them the same kindness you'd hope for if you were in their place?

Wonder Woman is right!

But you gotta admit they were playin' sour!

They're hopeless!

I think I can help...

Go right ahead, Carola. Show them what a girl can do!

Your main trouble was forgetting to play as a team. Your key was G minor, but some of you were playing major chords. Remember—you're an ensemble. Play together, let's try it again.

Under Carola's direction, the band plays as if inspired!

Great! What a difference!

It was just like magic, Wonder Woman!

Kindness works like that! A little bit of encouragement instead of ridicule can work wonders!
PASSING THROUGH HOLLIDAY CAMPUS--
WHAT'S THE TROUBLE? MAY WE HELP?

SOB! SOB!

OH, WONDER WOMAN, IF YOU COULD ONLY MAKE MY PETRO SING! HE SANG SO BEAUTIFULLY UNTIL HIS MATE FLEW AWAY. SINCE THEN, HE WON'T SING A NOTE! HE'S SUCH GOOD COMPANY WHEN HE'S GAY. I WOULDN'T BE SO LONESOME IF HE'D ONLY SING!

PEOPLE NEVER KNOW WHAT THEY'RE CAPABLE OF, DIANA DEAR. EVEN A BIRD SOMETIMES HAS TO BE SHOWN IT CAN FLY!

I WILL REMEMBER, MOTHER.

CAROLA, CAN YOU PLAY SOMETHING VERY HIGH--SOMETHING THAT A BIRD MIGHT INSTINCTIVELY ANSWER?

I REMEMBER SOMETHING FROM A BEETHOVEN VIOLIN CONCERTO FRAGMENT--THAT MIGHT DO IT!

WONDER WOMAN! HE ANSWERED HER! HE'S SINGING AGAIN!
SOON AFTER, AT HOLLIDAY MUSIC HALL--

I INSIST THAT YOU RECONSIDER, HEER MAESTRI! YOU CAN'T LET MY GIRLS DOWN!

BAH! I QUIT. WHAT SHALL WE DO?

HOLY GUMDROP! THIS IS TERRIBLE!

WONDER WOMAN! OUR CONDUCTOR'S NAME WASN'T PRINTED LARGE ENOUGH ON THE POSTERS!

NO, THAT HORRID MALE! MAYBE THIS WILL TEACH YOUR GIRLS NEVER TO DEPEND ON A MAN. CANCEL THE CONCERT!

BUT WE'LL HAVE TO REFUND THE TICKET MONEY AND WE WERE GOING TO USE IT FOR MUSIC SCHOLARSHIPS TO HELP NEEDY STUDENTS--

THE DEAN IS RIGHT, ETTA. WHY BE STOPPED BY A MEAN MAN? LET CAROLA TAKE OVER. SHE WILL MAKE A WONDERFUL CONDUCTOR! CALM DOWN AND HOLD YOUR TEMPER--EVERYTHING WILL BE ALL RIGHT!

O.K., WONDER WOMAN!

WONDER WOMAN'S A FOOL IF SHE THINKS ANYONE CAN TAKE THE PLACE OF THE GREAT HEER MAESTRI! HA HA! -- HUH?

SO! THEY ARE PLAYING FOR THAT BRAT! WELL--WE'LL SEE WHAT HAPPENS TO THEM TONIGHT WHEN THEY PLAY HANDEL'S WATER MUSIC!!

THAT EVENING, ON THE CAMPUS, SHORTLY BEFORE THE CONCERT--

WE'RE RETAINING HEER MAESTRI'S IDEA OF HAVING THE CONCERT OUTDOORS, NEAR THE POOL, FOR ATMOSPHERE, FOR HANDEL'S "WATER MUSIC!"

CAROLA SHOULD BE STARTING SOON.

WOO WOO! WONDER WOMAN! CAROLA'S DISAPPEARED! AND HERE'S A NOTE THAT SAYS SHE'S GONE TO MEET YOU--

I Didn'T SEND HER A NOTE!
Wonder Woman

Wonder Woman summons her plane.

Tell the audience there's been a slight delay! I don't know where Carola is—but I think I know how to find her!

Some mystery! Woo woo! Tsch! Tsch!

A fraction of a minute later!

The little girl is lost! Think your bird can help find her—If he remembers the music she played for him.

Do you think you can play like the little girl?

I can try! Euterpe be with me!

He remembered!

Hera be praised! The first step is over—and successful! Now for the second!

A moment later—

Thanks for lending me your songbird! Be sure to bring its cage to the concert.

Good luck, Wonder Woman!

As the plane circles the city—

Carola can't have gone far—and she has her violin! If she's playing—I only hope Petro hears her!

A moment later, the songbird flies away—swiftly followed by the silent plane.
THE SONGBIRD LEADS WONDER WOMAN TO A DESERTED AMUSEMENT PARK AT THE CITY'S OUTSKIRTS. PRETTY LONELY AROUND HERE--DOESN'T SEEM TO BE ANYONE AROUND--BY HERA! I HEAR MUSIC!

WONDER WOMAN! WHAT'S THE SONGBIRD DOING WITH YOU?

IT'S BIRD INSTINCTS TRACKED YOU DOWN FOR ME! I'M CERTAINLY GLAD YOU WERE PLAYING YOUR VIOLIN!

BUT DIDN'T YOU SEND A NOTE TO MY DRESSING ROOM--INSTRUCTING ME TO MEET YOU HERE ON AN URGENT MATTER? SECRETLY?

THAT NOTE WAS A FORGERY! SOMEONE'S TRYING VERY HARD TO MAKE THE CONCERT FAIL!

A MOMENT LATER, WONDER WOMAN ALIGHTS WITH CAROLA ON HOLLIDAY CAMPUS--

START THE CONCERT, CAROLA! THE AUDIENCE IS WAITING.

WOO WOO! WONDER WOMAN FOUND HER! HURRAY!

WE'LL START WITH HANDEL'S "WATER MUSIC" AS SCHEDULED! READY?

AS THE MUSIC STARTS, WONDER WOMAN'S ACUTE HEARING DETECTS THE TINKLE OF BREAKING GLASS AMIDST THE PLAYING OF THE ORCHESTRA. AND A MOMENT LATER--

MERCIFUL MINERVA! THE BANDSTAND IS AFLAME! AND THE GIRLS ARE SO ABSORBED IN THEIR MUSIC--THEY HAVEN'T NOTICED IT YET!
THE AMAZING AMAZON LEAPS INTO THE POOL WITH THE ENTIRE BANDSTAND, INSTANTLY QUENCHING THE FLAMES!

KEEP ON PLAYING, GIRLS!

WOO WOO! BET OLD HANDEL NEVER THOUGHT HIS WATER MUSIC WOULD BE PLAYED THIS WET!

WHILE THE AUDIENCE GREETS THE END OF THE SELECTION WITH WILD APPLAUSE--

HEER MAESTRI! WHAT DID YOU HAVE TO DO WITH THE NOTE AND THE FIRE?

I--AM--COMPELLED TO--SPEAK THE TRUTH!

I WAS JEALOUS OF A MERE GIRL TAKING MY PLACE! I SENT HER THE NOTE, AND--FASTENED THIN GLASS VIALS--PARTIALLY FILLED WITH FLAME-PRODUCING CHEMICALS--UNDER THE BANDSTAND SEATS--TO SHATTER FROM THE VIBRATIONS OF THE MUSIC!

WONDER WOMAN HANDS HEER MAESTRI TO THE POLICE, AND AS THE CONCERT ENDS--

GIRLS--YOU SAW WHAT HARM JEALOUSY CAN DO. NEVER LET IT CONTROL YOU!

DEAR BOYS AND GIRLS:

DID THE STORY YOU HAVE JUST FINISHED MAKE YOU MORE INTERESTED IN MUSIC? OR IN LEARNING TO PLAY A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT? SUPPOSE YOU WRITE TO ME AND TELL ME ALL ABOUT IT. THE BEST LETTER WILL WIN THE ORIGINAL DRAWING OF AN ACTION-FILLED COVER OF A WONDER WOMAN STORY--PERSONALLY AUTOGRAPHED BY ME. LET ME HEAR FROM YOU SOON!

GOOD LUCK!

WONDER WOMAN
IN KEDS IT'S A BREEZE!

KEDS SHOCKPROOF ARCH CUSHION

Only Keds Have ALL These Features:
- Scientific Last lets toes grip for action
- Slanted two-piece toe; won't bind
- Smooth inside construction
- Balanced toughness throughout
- Traction Soles; non-marking
- Full-proof eyelets
- Wash clean with soap and water

They're not Keds unless the name Keds appears on the shoe

CHAMPION

BIKE

CAGER

BE SURE TO ASK FOR U.S. KEDS
THE NAME IS ON THE SHOE

U.S. Keds
The Shoe of Champions

MADE ONLY BY
U.S. RUBBER
SERVING THROUGH SCIENCE

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY
The following magazines all bear this trademark as your guarantee of the best comic reading:

- ACTION COMICS
- A DATE WITH JUDY
- ADVENTURE COMICS
- ALL-AMERICAN WESTERN
- ALL-STAR COMICS
- ANIMAL ANTIQUES
- BATMAN
- BOY COMMANDOS
- BUZZY
- COMIC CAVALCADE
- DALE EVANS COMICS
- DETECTIVE COMICS
- FLASH COMICS
- FUNNY FOLKS
- FUNNY STUFF
- GANG BUSTERS
- GREEN LANTERN
- LEADING COMICS
- LEAVE IT TO BINKY
- MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY
- MINT & JEFF
- REAL FACT COMICS
- REAL SCREEN COMICS
- SCRIBBLY
- SENSATION COMICS
- STAR SPANGLED COMICS
- SUPERMAN
- WESTERN COMICS
- WONDER WOMAN
- WORLD'S FINEST COMICS

If you want the latest and finest coaster brake, be sure that your new bike has a Bendix Coaster Brake. It is made by America's leading brake manufacturer and has all kinds of new features. You'll have a lot more fun with a Bendix Coaster Brake!

**JUST LOOK AT THESE FEATURES**
- Longer life—Dependable performance—Fewer parts—Easy to put together and take apart—Sealed against dirt and water.

**LOOK for the NAME**

**ECLIPSE MACHINE DIVISION**
ELMIRA, NEW YORK
Want MYSTERY?

Want ACTION?

TOPS IN COMICS!

WATCH FOR THESE MAGAZINES AT YOUR FAVORITE NEWSSTAND
Thom McAn Asks:
HOW MUCH DO YOU REALLY KNOW ABOUT BASEBALL?

CAN YOU IDENTIFY THESE PLAYERS FROM THEIR NICKNAMES?
1. The Meal Ticket
2. The Rajah
3. The Cat

Answer:
2. Pee Wee Reese
3. Happy Chandler
1. Carl Hubbell

WHERE IS BASEBALL'S HALL OF FAME?
Answer: Cooperstown, NY

WHEN A PLAYER SAYS A PITCHER IS HIS CUSIN" -- WHAT DOES HE MEAN?
Answer: "That his pitching is easy to hit.

CAN YOU NAME THE SHOE THAT ALWAYS GIVES YOUNG BASEBALL FANS THE MOST FOR THEIR MONEY?
Answer: It's Thom McAn. Because Thom McAn makes so many sturdy, handsome shoes every day, they can make them for less, and the saving is passed on to you.

THE IRON MAN!
Do you know who played in more big league games than any other man?
Answer: Ty Cobb. Who played 3,099 games.

FREE!
WITH YOUR NEXT PAIR OF THOM McANS
THIS BIG PHOTO OF BOBBY FELLER, SPEEDBALL KING
WITH BOBBY'S AUTOGRAPH IN GENUINE FACSIMILE
PLUS 25 QUESTION BASEBALL QUIZ

Baseball fans -- here's how to get your free photo of "Rapid Robert" Feller, famous "no-hit" hurler. Picture is autographed by Bobby in genuine facsimile. Fascinating 25-question illustrated quiz on the back.

Tear out certificate now, and present it next time you buy a pair of handsome, "He-Man" Thom McAns, you'll get Bobby Feller's photo -- plus the greatest dollar-for-dollar shoe value in America.

Bobby Feller Photo Certificate
Do not mail - good only in Thom McAn Shops

Give this to the Thom McAn shoe fitter next time you buy a pair of Thom McAn shoes, and you will receive your Bobby Feller photo and quiz. Do not mail - good in a Thom McAn shop only. Expires Dec. 1, 1948.

Your Name
Address
City.............. State

America's Most Popular Shoe

Thom McAn

303 110815
IN 399 CITIES